
        Option “List Key”. 
  This option allows you to retrieve data for calculating key 
password on the server.
  To do this you must do the following.
  I will show this by the example EZS 221 old with keys keyless 08
ROM version.
  Insert a valid key into the ignition lock (EZS) four consecutive
times with intervals of 5-10 seconds.
  Remove the key and reads EZS via CAN or IR. Save the dump. 

 Select a car.

  Read EZS data 



  Save EZS data

  
  The program will show the last used key and its hash.

  



   Close the window with EZS and go to Key Module. 
 IR-tester must be attached to the Base module. 
 Test the key that was inserted last in the EZS.

  Be careful, not to confuse the key. This will determine the 
success of the process !!!
If the key is properly tested, press the «List» button. 
The program prompts you to select from two variants. 
Fast list saves time and resource key, but does not guarantee the 
success of the password finding.
Slow list is preferred, but it is not always possible to get a 
result from the first time. It may be necessary to repeat the data
collection. After selecting the program will make connection to 
the server on-line and do key calculating. Click to the "Close" 
button when it prompts.





  
  Next, the program will  start preparation process for data 
collection. This process takes about 1-2 minutes. 

 
   

   After preparation stage program automatically proceed to the 
data collection process of the key. Current status can be observed
in status bar at the bottom of the window. It displays the 
completion percentage or message about key waiting.
There are can be long waiting period when the key is in a state of
hash math calculation, and does not respond on IR. 
Be patient and wait for the completion of the process. 
Depending on the chosen option and key ROM version this time may 
vary from 15 minutes to several hours.
   
   



 
 
  In operation, the program will create a list file in own 
directory (default is "C:\Program Files\Key Less Prog). 
This file necessary to send via e-mail to calculate the key 
password. 
Either program will connect to the server to automatically 
calculate using a password token (this feature in development).



If there was a failure while operation or program hangs don't 
worry. 
  It is necessary to insert the key in the EZS again and wait 
about 10 seconds before remove. 
  Repeat it four times for the reliable synchronization of the key
with EZS. 



  Repeat all steps from "Read EZS data" stage. 
The program will continue to fill the list file with the same 
place and name. Wait until the process is complete.

 If there are two keys, it is desirable to select a key with more 
resources.
 We are constantly working to improve the program and calculating 
service, and soon the effectiveness of finding passwords will be 
much higher.
 Will be sufficient it to 1-2 fast lists for a guaranteed result.

ATTENTION !!!
 
  The process to receive a password may be used only on vehicles 
with EZS on NEC. If EZS CPU is Motorola possible "the key out of 
sync with EZS" situation, and as a consequence the loss of key 
functionality.
 Getting a password is possible only from fully operational and 
not blocked key, which operating with EZS (synchronized).
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